Give your creativity some style and structure with Storage by Stampin’ Up! With various shapes and sizes to choose from, it’s up to you to organize your crafting space your way. See all the storage options below:

**INK PAD & MARKER STORAGE TRAYS**
Set of 5 white plastic trays. Each tray stores one Stampin’ Pad and one Stampin’ Write Marker (or Watercolor Pencil). Stack several trays together or combine with other storage products. Peel-and-stick silicone feet are included to protect your surface and prevent slipping. Each tray: 5" x 5" x 7/8".

149168  $19.00

**STAMPIN’ BLENDS STORAGE TRAYS**
Set of 5 white plastic trays. Each tray stores 6 Stampin’ Blends markers. Stack several trays together or combine with other storage products. Peel-and-stick silicone feet are included to protect your surface and prevent slipping. Each tray: 5" x 5" x 7/8".

149169  $19.00

**OPEN STORAGE CUBE**
One white plastic cube. The open-front design lets you neatly stash small items such as embellishments, adhesives, ribbon, and more. Peel-and-stick silicone feet are included to protect your surface and prevent slipping. 5" x 5" x 4 1/16".

149171  $14.00

**STORAGE TOPPER**
One white plastic topper. Holds up to 20 Stampin’ Ink Refills or other small items. Topper fits on top of Ink Pad & Marker Storage Trays, Stampin’ Blends Storage Trays, and Open Storage Cubes. 5" x 5" x 1 1/4".

149170  $7.00

**STORAGE LID**
One white plastic lid. Lid covers Ink Pad & Marker Storage Trays, Stampin’ Blends Storage Trays, and Open Storage Cubes. 5" x 5" x 3/8".

149167  $4.00

**FLORAL GRID PAPER**
While supplies last.

150819  $16.00

CONTACT ME TO ORDER

tracy.elsom@gmail.com
www.papercraftwithme.com